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1. INTRODUCTION 

Intuitively a partition of a positive integer n may be thought of as an 
unordered representation of n as a sum of other positive integers. Thus 
3 + 2 + 2, 2 + 3 + 2, 2 + 2 + 3 represent the same partition of 7. 
For convenience we usually consider that form of the partition in which 
the parts are arranged in nonincreasing order of magnitude. 

We may also completely describe a partition by giving a list that tells 
the number of appearances of the various parts. Thus we shall sometimes 
denote a partition fl by {fi}rzi (or merely {f{}) where the fi are non- 
negative integers of which only finitely many are nonzero. The number 
partitioned is given by 

In the above example fi = 0, f2 = 2, f3 = 1, and f, = 0 for n > 3. 
The first problem in the theory of partitions is the study of the 

unrestricted partition function p(n), the total number of partitions of n. 
Many important results are known about p(n); in particular, accurate 
asymptotic formulae have been found [67, Chap. 61, and infinite families 
of congruences are known for special sequences of n [67, Chap. 81. The 
elementary aspects of the theory of partitions are given in detail in 
[66, Chap. 191, and the reader is referred there for such things as a proof 
of the following formula for the generating function related to p(n). 

* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant 6P-9660 
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In this paper we shall be concerned with what might be called 
restricted partition functions, that is, partition functions that enumerate 
only those partitions of n that satisfy certain given conditions. 

For example, we consider the number Q(n) of partitions of n into odd 
parts, and the number D(n) of partitions of n into distinct parts. In 
1748, L. Euler [54, Chap. 161 presented and proved the first known 
theorem asserting the identity of two apparently different partition 
functions. Since 

= I-IL (1 - P) rp& (1 - *“) = fil 1 -l*2”-1 = &Q@) qn, 
we see that D(n) = Q(n) f or each integer n. We may state this result as 
follows: 

(1.1) The number of partitions of n in which the summands are odd 
equals the number of partitions of n in which the summands are distinct. 

Theorems such as this are generally referred to as partition identities. 
The fact that such theorems may be quite difficult is not at all obvious 
from the simple proof of Euler’s theorem. Indeed it was not until the 
early 1900’s that substantially deeper partition identities were discovered. 
In 1917, P. A. MacMahon [71, Chap. 31 describes the following two 
theorems which he states are unproven but have been verified for n < 89. 

(1.2) The number of partitions of n in which the minimal difference 
between summands is at least 2 equals the number of partitions of n into 
parts of the forms 5m + 1 and 5m + 4. 

(1.3) The number of partitions of n in which the minimal difference 
between summands is at least 2 and 1 does not appear equals the number 
of partitions of n into parts of the forms 5m + 2 and 5m + 3. 

These theorems are known as the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
In 1894, Rogers [73] proved the following series-product identities: 

m d 

l + n;l (1 - q)(l -;2, ... (1 - 4”) = ngo (1 - q5”tl)l(l - p+y ’ 
(1.4) 
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2 

1 + ii1 (1 - p)(l ““p:;... (1 - qy = I& - @“‘.,;(I - q5n+3) * 

(1.5) 

From these analytic identities it is possible to deduce (I .2) and (1.3) 
(see [71, Chap. 31); h owever, Rogers did not give the combinatorial 
interpretation and his work was soon forgotten. Around 1913, Ramanujan 
rediscovered (1.4) and (I .5) but could not find a proof. He communicated 
these identities to G. H. Hardy who also was baffled by them. It was only 
in 1917 when Ramanujan was looking through some old volumes of the 
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society that he ran onto 
Rogers’s paper containing proofs of (1.4) and (1.5). After that several 
further proofs of these results were found by Rogers and Ramanujan 
[74, 751. Also it should be mentioned that Schur [77] discovered these 
theorems independently in 19 17. 

In 1926, Schur [78] d iscovered the following theorem of a similar 
type. 

(1.6) The number of partitions of n in which the minimal difference 
between summands is at least 3 and at least 6 between summands that are 
both multiples of 3 equals the number of partitions of n into parts of the 
forms 6m + 1 and 6m + 5. 

Certain nonexistence theorems for identities like (l.l)-(1.3), and (1.6) 
were proved by Lehmer and Alder in the late 1940’s [2, 701. 

It was not until 1960 that two further identities of this nature were 
discovered by Gijllnitz [59] (they were discovered independently by B. 
Gordon [62] in 1965 and have been called the Gollnitz-Gordon 
identities). 

(1.7) The number of partitions of n in which the minimal diference 
between summands is at least 2 and at least 4 between even summands. 
equals the number of partitions of n into parts of the forms 8m + 1, 8m $ 4, 
and 8m + 7. 

(1.8) The number of partitions of n in which the minimal d$erence 
between summands is at least 2, at least 4 between even summands, and all 
summands are greater than 2 equals the number of partitions of n intoparts 
of the forms 8m + 3, 8m $ 4, and 8m + 5. 

Then in 1961, Gordon [61] made a significant breakthrough in this 
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study by proving a theorem for an infinite number of identities; the 
Rogers-Ramanujan identities (1.2) and (1.3) correspond to the cases 
k = 2, a = 1,2. 

(I .9) Let Bk,n(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form 
n = b, + b, + **. + b,- where bi > bi+l , bi - bi+ll---l > 2 and 1 appears 
as a summand at most a - 1 times; let A,,,(n) denote the number of 
partitions of n into parts that are not congruent to 0, *a(mod 2k + 1). 
Then AkJn) = B,,,(n) for each n. 

A great deal of subsequent work has related to theorems similar to 
(1.8). The following seems to be the most general result of this nature 
known [20]. 

(1.10) Let B,,k.,a(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form 
n = b, + b, + *a* + b, , where b, > bi+l , only parts divisible by h + 1 
may be repeated, bi - bi+,-, > X + 1 with strict inequality if (A + I) 1 bi , 
and the total number of appearances of summands in the set (1, 2,..., X + l} 
is at most a - 1. If X is even, let A,,&n) denote the number of partitions 
of n into parts such that no part +O(mod h + 1) may be repeated and no 
part is congruent to 0, &(a - &h)(X + 1) (mod(2k - h + 1)(X + 1)); 
if h is odd, let A n,k,n(n) denote th e number of partitions of n into parts such 
that no part +O(mod 3(;\ + 1)) may be repeated, no part is congruent to 
X + I(mod 2h + 2), and no part is congruent to 

0, +(2a - A) &I + l)(mod(2k - X f 1)(x + 1)). 

Then provided k >, 2h - 1, and k > a > X, we have that AA,li,a(n) = 
%k&)* 

The condition k 3 2h - 1 is thought to be unnecessary although the 
only known proof of (1.10) relies heavily on this inequality. 

Identity (1.10) includes many of the previous identities as special 
cases. In particular (1.2) is the case h = 0, k = 2 = a; (1.3) is the case 
h = 0, k = 2, a = 1; (1.6) is essentially equivalent to the case h = 2, 
k = 2 = a; (1.7) is the case h = 1, k = 2 = a; (1.8) is the case h = 1, 
k = 2, a = 1, and (1.10) is the case h = 0. The case X = 1 yields a 
previously discovered identity generalizing the Gollnitz-Gordon 
identities [7]. The case X = 2 yields a generalization of Schur’s identity 
(1.6), and we shall study this generalization in Section 4. We chose this 
example because it has not been proved independently before; also it 
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illustrates some of the complexities that arise in the full proof of (1. lo) 
but is not nearly as troublesome as the general result. 

We observe that the partition function B,,,,,(n) (or in general B,,,,,(n)) 
is related to partitions in which there are different conditions on the 
differences bi - bi+k--l in the partitions n = b, + b, + +a. + b, . There 
are, however, at least two general theorems on partitions [17, 181 in 
which the conditions are on adjacent differences, that is, bi - b,+i . 
To state these theorems we require some further terminology. 

Let A = {al , a2 ,..., a,} be a set of positive integers listed in increasing 
order of magnitude, and suppose that Ci2: aj < ai for each i (this 
guarantees that the various sums ai1 + .a* + aiV are all distinct). We let 
A’ denote the 2’ - 1 different sums of distinct elements of A, and 
we write A’ = (01~ , 01~ ,... , c+-i} where the 01~ are listed in increasing 
order of magnitude (and so olzi = uitl). The letter N denotes a positive 
integer not smaller than a, + a2 + **a + a, . We let A, denote the set 
of all positive integers congruent to some ai modulo N; -A, denotes 
the set of all positive integers congruent to some -ai modulo N; A,’ 
denotes the set of all positive integers congruent to some 01~ modulo N, 
and -A,’ denotes the set of all positive integers congruent to some -clli 
modulo N. If m E A’, then m is uniquely representable as ai1 + *a* + aii 
with ai1 > *a* > ai, ; we let w(m) = j, and v(m) = aii . By pN(s), 
we denote the least positive residue of s modulo N. 

(1.11) Let 23(A, : n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct 
parts taken from A, . Let $(AN’ : n) denote the number of partitions of n 
of the form, n = b, + .a* + b, , where bi E A,’ and bi - bi+l > 
~-P$~I~ ~(~P$b$) - Pdbi+d for each i. Then for each n, 

N’ * 

(1.12) Let 3(-A N : n) denote the number of partitions of n into 
distinct parts taken from -A, . Let $(-AN’ : n) denote the number of 
partitions of n of the form, n = b, + *** + b, , where bi E -A,’ and 

bi - &+I 2 N * W(pN(-bi)) + V(pN(-bi)) - &-6)~ 

for each i, and furthermore b, > N * (o.@lN(-bs)) - 1). Then 

F( --A, : n) = ,yy-AjJ’ : n). 

If N = 3, a, = 1, a2 = 2, then both (1.11) and (1.12) reduce to a 
result essentially equivalent to Schur’s Theorem (1.6). In Section 5, 
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we shall treat (1.11) inthecaseN=7,a,= I,a,=2,~,=4.Other 
specializations of these results may be found in [17] and [18]. In [33], 
(1.11) is used to solve partially a problem posed by Alder [3]. 

As the number of results for partition identities has increased 
tremendously recently, it becomes important to construct a general 
theory for such results so that the relationships between the various 
identities may be better perceived. Also a general theory allows one to 
pose the general goals and important problems of the subject in 
reasonably concise and comprehensible terms. In Section 2, we undertake 
to formulate the foundations of such a general theory. Our starting point 
lies in the observation that all the identities we have here discussed 
concern conditions on the frequency of appearance of parts in partitions 
according to various rules. 

Section 3 is devoted to an extensive study of the simplest type of 
partition identities-those essentially similar to Euler’s identity (1.1). 
Sections 4-6 provide some examples of the various techniques used in 
proving partition theorems. In Section 7, we return to the general theory 
begun in Sections 2 and 3. Finally Section 8 concludes by discussing 
possible generalizations and extensions of the theory of partition 
identities. 

2. THE CENTRAL PROBLEMS 

We are going to couch the study of partition identities in the termino- 
logy of lattice theory. Lattice theory provides a viewpoint which allows 
us to unify most of the known results on partition identities, and it 
provides an especially simple statement of the fundamental problems. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let 9 denote the set of all sequences { fi}rEI (more briefly 
{ fi}) where each fi is a nonnegative integer and where only jkitely many fi 
are nonzero. Then 9 forms a distributive lattice under the partial ordering 

{ fi> < { gi} provided fi < gi for each i. 

Proof. Observing that 

and 
(fi> n {gi> = +Wfi , gJ>, 

{fi> U 1 gi> = {m4fi , gJ>, 
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we may easily verify that Y is a distributive lattice [76; Section 9; 
44, Chap. 1, Section 61. 

LEMMA 2.2. If N denotes the set of nonnegative integers, and if 

a:Y-+N 

where o({ fi}&) = C,“=, fi - i, then u is a positive valuation on Y. 

Proof. If 17 = { fi}& and D1 = { g,}i”,r 

u(n n W) + u(n U W) = C (min(& , g,)i + max(fi , g,)i) 
i=l 

If II > Lrl, then there exists j such that fj > gj . Hence 

UP>= ff,*i> ~gi.i+(gj+I)j=u(nl)+j. 
i=l i=l 

i#i 

First let us observe how these concepts relate to the classical study 
of partitions. The sequences { fi} making up Y may be thought of as 
defining a partition where fi gives the number of times the part i appears. 
The function u merely maps each sequence {fi} onto the number being 
partitioned. 

Recall now that a semi-ideal J in a lattice L is a subset of L such that if 
a E J, x EL, and x < a, then x E J [44, p. 561. 

DEFINITION I. A semi-ideal in the lattice Y is called a partition 
ideal. 

The concept of a partition ideal has evolved from that of a “partition 
condition” as described in [28]. Partition ideals are less general than 
partition conditions; however, we shall see that they describe most all 
known partition identities. 

DEFINITION 2. If C is a partition ideal in 9, we say that p(C; n) 
is the C-partition function if for each n, p(C; n) denotes the cardinality 
of the set (17 j 17 E C, u(n) = n}. 
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DEFINITION 3. We say that two partition ideals C, and C, of 9’ are 
partition-theoretically equivalent (more briefly PT-equivalent) if for 
each nonnegative integer 

P(G ; n> = P(G ; n>, 

and we shall write C, mPT C, . 

DEFINITION 4. We say that two partition ideals C, and C, of S are 
asymptotically equivalent (more briefly A-equivalent) if p(C, ; n) # 0 
for n > n, and 

and we write C, wA C, . 

DEFINITION 5. We say that two partition ideals C, and C, of S 
are weakly asymptotically equivalent (more briefly WA-equivalent) if 
P(C2 ; n) $; 0 for n > n, and 

l%P(Cl ; 4 
!E logp(C, ; fi) = 1, 

and we write C, mWA C, . 
It is obvious that wPT, wA, and mWA are equivalence relations in 

the standard sense. 
Before considering some examples to justify this terminology, let us 

present the fundamental classification problem in the theory of partition 
identities. 

First Problem 

Fully describe the equivalence classes in Y under the equivalence mPT. 

Of interest also is the same problem with wPT replaced by wA or -WA. 
In Sections 3 and 7 we shall prove some general theorems concerning 
the complete problem. For the remainder of this section we shall 
endeavor to justify calling this the fundamental classification problem. 

The intuitive description of a partition ideal in 9’ is just this: if 
a given partition 17 satisfies a certain specified condition then all 
partitions formed by deleting one or many summands from 17 also 
satisfy the same specified condition. This situation is clearly in evidence 
in all the theorems described in the introduction as we shall see. 
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DEFINITION 6. Let C(a, , a2 ,..., a7 ; m) denote (JI 1 n = (fi} E Sp 
and iffy # 0, then i = a, , a2 ,..., or a,(mod PZ)}. Let Cd(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m) 
denote (II / 17 = (fi} E Y, 0 < fi < 1, and if fi # 0, then i = a, , a2 ,..., 
or a,(mod m)}. 

It is obvious that both C(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m) and C,(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m) 
are partition ideals in Sp. Furthermore, p(C(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m); n) is the 
number of partitions of TZ into parts congruent to a, , a2 ,..., a,(mod m) 
while p(C,(a,, a2 ,..., a, ; m); TZ) is the number of such partitions in 
which the parts are distinct. 

DEFINITION 7. Let D(r; b, , b, ,..., b, ; m) denote {IT [ 17 = {fi} E 9, 
9 =’ The”,’ < r, 0 < fi < 1, and if fj = 1 with j E k(mod m), then 

j+l - 3f2 a-* = fj+b,-l = 0). 
Again it is clear that D(b,, b, ,..., b, ; m) is an order ideal in Y. 

Furthermore, p(D(b, , b, ,..., b, ; m); n) is the number of partitions of n 
of the form n = C, + C, + a** + C, where C, - C,,, > b, if 
C,+i = h(mod m). With these definitions we may briefly state (1 ,l), 
(14, (1.3), (14, (1.7) and (1.8) in the following equivalences, 
respectively: 

C(1; 2) z C,(l; 1) (2.1) 

C(L 4; 5) %(1;2; 1) (2.2) 

C(2,3; 5) f.5 D(2; 2; 1) (2.3) 

C(1, 5; 6) fz D(I; 3, 3,4; 3) (2.4) 

C(1,4, 7; 8) ‘,‘D(l; 2, 3; 2) (2.5) 

C(3,4, 5; 8) 7-5 D(3; 2, 3; 2). (2.6) 

Gijllnitz [60] h as also proved the following results 

G(1,2,4; 4) E C(1, 5, 6; 8) 2 D(1; 3,2; 2) (2.7) 

C,(2, 3,4; 4) fz C(2,3, 7; 8) cz D(2; 3,2; 2). (24 

We point out that (1.9)-(1.12) as well as the theorems in [8-l]], and 
[50] can all be interpreted as equivalences of partition ideals modulo mPT. 
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From these comments it is clear that several equivalence classes 
modulo wPT contain more than one element, and at least two contain 
at least three elements. Before we begin we introduce two more concepts 
that will be useful in our future discussions. 

DEFINITION 8. We say that C, a partition ideal, has order k provided 
k is the least integer such that whenever {fi} 4 C, then there exists m 
such that the sequence {f,‘) defined by 

fi’ = 1; ’ i = 112, m + I,..., m + k - 1, 
otherwise, 

is also not in C. 
Intuitively, C being of order k makes explicit the idea that summands 

of IT at least k units apart cannot affect whether or not L7 E C. 

PROPOSITION 1. The partition ideals 

C(a 1 ,.*., a, ; 4 and C,(a, ,..., a, ; m) 

each have order 1. The partition ideal D(r; b, , b, ,..., b,, ; m) has order 
max(h , b2 ,..., b,A. 

Proof. If {fi} $ C(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m) then there exists j such that 
fj # 0 and j + al , a2 ,..., or a,(mod m). Thus the sequence {fi'> 
defined by 

1 P fi’ = 1;. if i = j, 
7 otherwise 

is not in C(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m). The same reasoning shows that 
C,(a, , a2 ,..., a, ; m) has order 1. 

Finally we consider D(r; b, , b, ,..., b, ; m), and we let 

M = max(b, , b, ,..., b,). 

If ifJ $ D(r; 6, , 6, ,..., b, ; m), then there exist j and k such that 
fj = fk = 1 and 0 < k - j < b, where r s j(mod m). Then the 
sequence ifi’} defined by 

i =j,j + l,..., k ,..., j + M - 1, 
otherwise 
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is not in D(r; b, , b, ,.,., b, ; m). To see that M satisfies the minimality 
condition we let 6, = M and consider the sequence {f i}& defined by 

i = mM + t, (m + l)M + t, 
otherwise. 

Clearly {f;} is in D(r; b, , 6, ,..., b, ; m). 1 
The special role of partition ideals of order 1 will become obvious 

in succeeding sections. In Section 3, we shall prove that the generating 
function for C-partition functions where C is of order 1 are infinite 
products of a very simple sort. Actually as we shall see most of the 
known results on partition identities concern equivalences of two partition 
ideals where at least one has order 1. This has certainly been the case 
with (2.1)-(2.8). 

Second Problem 

Fully describe those equivalence classes in 9 modulo mPT that contain 
a partition ideal of order 1. 

3. PARTITION IDEALS OF ORDER I 

THEOREM 1. Let C be a partition ideal of order 1. Let yI be the set of 
(fi} E C such that fi = 0 for all i # 1. Let 

Then for 1 q 1 < 1 

~op(c; n) 4” = Xl&m (1 - P”+l)) . 
I-IL (1 - 49 

Proof. We first must prove that 17 = {fi} E C if and only if fi < di 
for each i. Suppose that this condition holds for IT = {fi}. If n 4 C, 
then there must exist 17’ = {fi’}Tzl $ C, where all fi’ = 0 except for a 
single j and fi’ = fj . Now by the fact that di is a supremum of a set of 
nonnegative integers we see that dj may be + CO; however, there must 
exist {f 5) E yi such that fi’ = fi <f; since fj < di . Hence 

II’ = {ff’} < (f;} E yj c c, 
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and since C is a partition ideal of Y, we see that 17’ E C, a contradiction. 
Hence 17 E C. 

On the other hand, if II7 = {fi} E C, then 17,’ = {f<‘) defined by 

fi’ = ~~ ’ 
if i = j, 
if i f j, 

is in yI for each j. Hence 

fj = fj’ G riyg gj = dj 7 I > 
and the prescribed condition holds for each j. 

Thus p(C; a) is the number of partitions of n in which each j appears 
at most dj times. Therefore, 

Zop(C; n)q” = fi (1 + qj + q2j + **. + qy fi (1 + qi + q2j + .-) 
j=l j=l 

dj#W c+?o 

= f j (I (f;:;"' f j  &F) 

$#a +n; 

JJjm=l,d,<m (1 - qj@+l)) 

II;, (1 - 49 . 
I 

Theorem I is the reason that infinite products play such an important 
role in the study of partition identities. Since most known identities 
involve a partition ideal of order 1, Theorem 1 shows that the associated 
identity for the generating functions will involve an infinite product. 

Since partition ideals of order 1 have such nice associated generating 
functions we shall be able to prove some rather general theorems 
concerning these ideals. 

THEOREM 2. The ideals in Y are the partition ideals of order 1. 

Proof. We recall that an ideal in a lattice is a semi-ideal closed under 
union [44, p. 251. 

Suppose C is of order 1. Then we know that there exist integers di 
(di may also equal + cc) such that {fi} E C if and only if fi < di for 
each i (see the proof of Theorem 1). Hence if {fi} and {fi’} are both in C, 
then for each i 

max(fi ,fi’) < 4 ; 
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therefore 

{max(fi ,h’)> = UJ u Vi’> E C. 

Hence C is an ideal in Y. 
Conversely, suppose that C is an ideal Y . Define di by 

we note that di may be +co. 
Suppose now that {fi} E 9; b o viously if fi > di for some i then 

(fi} $ C. Suppose thatfiO < di, for each i, . Then by the definition of di , 
there must exist for each z’s a { gi(i,,)} E C such that & < gi,(i,,). Now 
define 

if i=$, 
otherwise. 

Since C is an ideal and since hi(&) < gi(&) for each i, we see that 
{hi(&)} < { gi(i,,)} and therefore {hi(Q) E C. 

Now by the definition of elements of Y we know that there exists N 
such that fi = 0 for i > N. Consequently, 

and this is in C, 
for each i. Thus 

since C is an ideal. Thus {fi} E C if and only if fi < di 
C is a partition ideal of order 1. i 

Suppose C is a partition ideal of order 1 and let the dj 
suprema as in Theorem 1. Let C’ be a second partition 
and let dj’ be the associated suprema. Then C mPT C’ 

THEOREM 3. 
be the associated 
ideal of order 1 
if and only if the two sequences {j(dj + l)}dj<m and {j(dj’ + l))dj+m 
are merely reorderings of one another. 

io=l 

Proof. If the above two sequences are identical except for ordering, 
then 

n;l,dj<m (I - qj@+l)) 
lx;=, (1 - 49 

JJ;l*dj*<” (1 - Pj’+l)) = 
ITI;, (1 - 49 
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Comparing coefficients of q” in the above sums, we see that p(C; n) = 
p(C’; n) for each n. Thus C mPT C’. 

If, however, the two sequences are not identical, then there exists a 
least integer h that appears a different number of times in each sequence. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that h appears Y times in the 
first sequence, s times in the second sequence and that r > s. Con- 
sequently, 

fi (1 - Qj(dJ+l’ ) + fi (1 _ qj(dj+l)) 
j=l 

dj<:m 
j(d,+l)>h 

dj,' <" 
j(dj +l)>h 

since on the left hand side the coefficient of q” arises from (1 - q”)’ = 
1 - rqh + *-* and is therefore -r, while on the right hand side the 
coefficient of qh arises from (1 - q”)” = 1 - sq” + .*a and is therefore 
--s which is not -r. From the minimality of h, we see directly that 

JJE (1 - qj@+l)) = 

i(dj’+l) <h 
d Qm (1 - qj(dj’+l)). 

j(d;'+lf 41 

Therefore combining this equality with our previous inequality, we see 
that 

nTjm=l,dj<m (1 - qjcdl+‘)) 
l-I;1 (1 - 9’) 

Examining the extremes of the above inequality, we see that p(C; n) # 
p(C’; n) for some n. Consequently C +PT C’. 1 

Theorem 3 is quite useful in the study of what are known as “Euler 
pairs” (see [23, 851). T o d’ iscuss fully Euler pairs we shall require some 
further notation. 

DEFINITION 9. If T is a set of nonnegative integers, then 

C(T) = {{fi} 1 {fi} E Y and iffj > 0 then j E T}, 
C,(T) = {{fi} 1 {fi} E Y 0 < fj < 1, and iffj > 0 then j E 2’). 

We remark that C(T) and C,(T) are partition ideals in Y of order 1. 
Furthermore, p(C( T); n) is th e number of partitions of n into parts taken 
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from the set T, and p(Cd(T); n) is th e number of partitions of n into 
distinct parts taken from the set T. 

DEFINITION 10 (see [23]). We say that two sets of positive integers 
TI and T2 form an Euler pair ( TI , T,) if 

The central theorem in [23] characterizes the set of all Euler pairs. 
In [&?I, Subbarao extends this work by defining Euler pairs of higher 
order and giving a much simpler proof of his more general result. 
As we shall see Theorem 3 also allows us to give a simple proof of the 
characterization of Euler pairs. 

THEOREM 4. (S, , S,) is an Euler pair if and only if 2S, C S, and 
s, = s, - 2s, . 

Proof. We shall apply Theorem 2 to C,(S,) and C(S,). The associated 
sequence for C,(S,) is {n 1 n = 2K, K E S,} together with {n / n $ S,}; 
the associated sequence for C(S,) is {n ) n $ S,}. 

We first observe that if 2S, g S, then the first associated sequence 
involves at least one repetition; this means that the two sequences are 
unequal since the second involves no repetitions. 

If 24 G S, , then for the two sequences to be equal we see that it is 
necessary and sufficient that S,’ the complement of S, in N be 2S, u S,‘. 
Hence S, = S, - 2S, . 1 

This result on Euler pairs allows us to exhibit an infinite number of 
equivalence classes modulo wP* that contain an infinity of partition 
ideals. Our approach is suggested by some results of Guy [63]. 

THEOREM 5. Let 9? be an equivalence class module wP* that contains 
C,(S,) and C (S,) where (S, , S,) is an Euler pair. If S, is an infinite set, 
then %? is infinite. 

Proof. Suppose 
s, = (01 , 02 , 03 ,...>, 

where the ui are positive integers arranged in increasing size. Define 
the order ideal Cj by Cj = {{fi> / if i = 2%~~ for some s 3 0 and K < j 
then 0 < fi < 1, otherwise fi = 0 unless i = a, for r > j in which 
case the fi is unrestricted}. 
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First we comment on whether Cj is well-defined. There is clearly a 
possible conflict if 2S~R = r u for some s >, 0, k < j, r > j. However, 
this is impossible for since gk E S, C S, ,20k E S, , 22ak E S, ,..., 2Qk E S, 
because 2Sr 2 S, by Theorem 3. Now s > 0 since k < j < r. Therefore 
2”0, E 2s, . Hence 2Sak $ S, = S, - 2S, while a, E S, . Thus Cj is 
always well-defined. 

Clearly the Cj are parti’iion ideals of order 1 and each is different 
from the others. To conclude our proof, we show that 

1 rITi=2”ok,s,;o,k<i (1 + qi) =- -. 
(1 - q”j) LI;“=j+l C1 - So’) 

lYIzj+, C1 - 4"') 

= l2Ii=Pos,.7>O,k<j+l (I + qi) 
IIYtzj+, l1 - 4”“) = ~oP(cj+l ; n, 4”. 

Hence comparing coefficients of qn in the two above sums, we see 
that p(Cj ; n) = p(Cj+r ; n) for each n. Therefore Cj mPT C,+r for 
each j. Since C, = C(S,), we see that V? contains an infinite number of 
elements. I 

It is not difficult to deduce from Theorem 5 that there exist infinitely 
many such V with infinitely many elements. Indeed if S, is any set of 
odd positive integers and if S, is the set of all positive integers whose 
largest odd factor lies in S, , then clearly by Theorem 3, (S, , S,) is an 
Euler pair. Furthermore if S, # S 2*, then C(S,) 7LPT C(S,*) (for a proof 
of this see the Lemma in [23]). Thus each different infinite set of odd 
integers S, gives rise to a different Euler pair and a new equivalence 
class containing the partition ideals associated with that Euler pair. 

The results in this section have described some of the partition 
ideals of order 1 and have given some idea of the nature of some of the 
equivalence classes modulo mPT. As the Introduction and equivalences 
(2.1)-(2.8) ’ d’ t m ica e, most of the more important theorems concerning 
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partition identities arise form equivalences of the sort C, mPT C, where 
C, is of order 1 and C, is of higher order. In the next three sections we 
shall examine some of the techniques used in proving these deeper 
results. Later in Section 7, we shall return to the study of the structure 
of the equivalence classes of 9. 

4. WELL-POISED THEOREMS 

We refer to the family of partition identities given in (1. IO) as well- 
poised since the generating function for the case a = k is an infinite 
product times the well-poised basic hypergeometric series: 

@ 
x, qA+l&, -qAfl&, -9, -92 )..., -9”; q A+1 _ k '(n+l)(zL-A+l)n+:(/\-l) , x q* 

A+3 A+2 
[ -$&, -q/i, -xqA, -x9/\-1,..., -xq I 

(4.1) 
(for more details concerning well-poised basic, hypergeometric series, 
see [81, 211). W e h ave chosen to here present a complete proof of (1.10) 
in the case X = 2. This choice allows us to observe some of the difficulties 
that arise in the proof of (1.10) without embroiling us in the intricate 
details that accompany proof of the full result [20]. Also Theorem 6 
has independent interest since it is a generalization of Schur’s Theorem 
(1.6). 

We shall study the following functions: 

ck,,(x) = f (-1)” xknqt(2k-l)n2+~n-3an( I - xaqGy(x, q3)J -9; q3)J -42; q”>n , 
n=0 k3; 43>n(l - 4-w 93)n(--x92; 93”>n 

(4.2) 
kn q 4(2~-l)n2+in+3(li-a)n(Xp3;q3)n(-q; q3)n(-q2; q3)n 

(q3; q3)n(--X4; 43)n(--X92; 93)n 

x l- 
i 

Xaqwn+3Ha-l)(~ + q3R+l)(l + q3n+2) 

(1 + xq3n+l)(l + xq3n+2) I ’ (4.3) 

where 1 4 / < 1, x f q--3+-1, q-3n-2 for any integer n > 0, and 

(a; q)n = (a), = (1 - a)(1 - aq) ... (1 - uqy, 

(a; do = (4, = ki (a; 9L . 
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Hk,a(x) = (--XT& 43h&-x~2; q”)cc ck,,(x) 
(?13; 9% , 

Jk,n(X) = C--,2% 42L-x~2; 43)m D, JX) 
h3; q3)m ’ 

From these four equations, we see directly that 

and 
Ck,,(X) = ffk,&) = 0, 

Hlc,a(O) = Jk,a(O) = 0 for 1 < a < k. 

We now must prove some lemmas. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

LEMMA 4.1. ~k,aW - fJk,,-1(x) = Xa-lJk,k--a+lw 

Proof. We shall prove the equivalent identity 

Ck,&> - G,,-,(x) = Xa-lDk,k--a+l(X). 
we see that 

(4.8) 

C,,,(x) - C,,,-,(x) = f (--I)” x kn q %(2k-l)na+%n(X;Q3)n(-~;43)n(--92; q3)n 

n=o (q3; q3),(1 - 4-q; Q3)n(--X42; n">n 

x {4-3""(1 -q3") + Xa-143n(a-lyl - x43n)} 

We split this sum into two separate parts one for each of the main terms 
inside the curly brackets, and we replace KZ by n + 1 in the first sum. 
Hence we see that 

Ck,&) - Ckd-l(X) 
n Xkn+k P 1(2k-l)n2+3(2k-a+i)n+3(k-a) 

(xi 4%+1(-Q; 43)r+1(-42; 43)n+1 

?L=O k3; 43)n(l - X)(--x$ 43)n+l(-XQ2; 43)n+l 

+ Xa-l f C-1) 
n kn t(2k-l)n2+pn+3n(a-1)(X;q3),+1(-q; q3)n(&42;q3), 

x 4 

?L=O (q3; 43)nu - x)(-F?; 43)n(--X42; c13)n 

= Xa-l f C-1) 
n kn t(2k-l,n2+gn+3n(a-1)(Xq3;Q3)n(--4;43)n(--42;q3), 

x 9 

n=o (q3; 43)n(-X4; 43)n(--X42; P">, 

k 
x/1--5- 

a+lq6kn-6an+3(k-a)(1 + *3n+l)(l + @n+2)) 

(1 + xp+l)(l + xp+y 1 
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LEMMA 4.2. 

Jk,, = ffkAT3) + (x4 + x47 fJk,a-&P3) + x2’13~k,a-2(xq3)- 
Proof. We shall prove the equivalent identity: 

x (C,,a(xq3) + (“%I + x!f2) Ck,Gl@P3) + X2q3Ck.a-2(XQ3)) 

7l=O (q3; q3)n(--X4; Q3)n(-w2; q3>n 

,(I + xq3~+1)(1 + %43n+2) - Xaq167Lf3N~-l)(~ + q3M)(l + q3W2) 

xl (1 + xq3n+1)( 1 + x@n+Z) I 

(1 - XP3) 
= (1 + xq)(l + xq2) 

(1 - w3)(q3; q3)n(-x4*; Q3)n(--Xq5; q3>n (4.91 
x {q-3a"(l -((xq3)a q6nn) + x(q + q2)q-3Mh(1 -(Xq3)a-1q6n(a-l)) 

+ X2q3q-3k-2h(l _ @nq3)a-2 q6n(a-29} 

(1 - xq3) 

= (1 + x4)( 1 + x!?) 

x {ck,&q”> + x(!f + q2) ck,a-l(x!?3) + x2q3ck,a-2(xq3)). 1 

LEMMA 4.3. H,,,(x) = J&X). 

Proof. Set a = 1 in Lemma 4.1 and recall that H,,,(x) is identically 
0. I 

LEMMA 4.4. jk,2(4 = (1 + X4 + %J2) ~FL&P~) + ~P3~t+&?'? 

Proof. By Lemmas 4.1-4.3, we have that 

ufk,2@) = &.2@q3) + xc4 + q2) Hk,lb??3) 

= Hk,,(xq3) + xq3Jk,k-,(xq3) + xc4 + q2) efk.k(x!?3) 

= (1 + xq + xq2) Jk.k(x!?3) + xq3~k.k-1(xq3)* 1 
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LEMMA 4.5. 

Jk,nW - Jkd-164 
= Xa-1q3a-6(q3J,,,-,+lo + (q2 + 4) Jk,r-a+2b??3) + lk,k--a+3(%?3N* 

Proof By Lemmas 4.1, and 4.2, we see that 

J&> - Ik,n&) 

= (fJk/M) - fJk,,-1(xq3)) + 44 + ~“Wk,a-1(F13) - fL-2(xq3)) 

+ X2q3Wk,,-2(Xq3) - fL-3(%?3N 

a * =x-q 3”~“(q3J~,~-u+1(x43) + (Q + q2) Jk,k-n+2(F73) + Jk,k--n+3(%73))~ I 

LEMMA 4.6. Hk,-a(x) = -.a+Hk,~~(x). 

Proof. This follows directly from (4.2), (4.4) and the fact that 

q3an(l _ X-aq-67La) = -X-aq-3an(l _ Xaq6an). 1 

LEMMA 4.7. Jk,l(x) = (1 - x) Jk,,.(xq3). 

Proof. By Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.6, 

Jkl(4 = fMF?3) + X2P3~?c-lbY3) 
= Jk,7c(x43) - ~~k,1(F73) 
= (1 - 4 lk.k(x43). I 

LEMMA 4.8. 

Jk,&) - 17&k--1(X) 
= xk-lq3”-6((1 _ XQ3) 93J7c.kw) + (!I + q2) Jrc,2@q3) + Jk,3(x43)). 

Proof. Set a = lz in Lemma 4.5, and apply Lemma 4.7 to Jk,1(xq3). 
I 

We are now prepared to prove the following result. 

THEOREM 6. Let A2,k,a(n) denote the number of partitions of n in 
which only multiples of 3 may be repeated and no part is -0, f(3a - 3) 
(mod 6k - 3). Let B 2,k,a(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the 
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form n = b, + 6, + **a + 6, , where bi >, bitI , only parts divisible by 3 
may be repeated, bi - bi+k--l > 3 with strict inequality ;f 3 1 bi , and the 
total number of appearances of the parts 1,2, and 3 is at most a - 1. 
Let Azk,Jn) denote th e number of partitions of n into parts that are 
s-0, I, 3, S(mod 6) but $0, &(3a - 3) (mod 6K - 3). Then for 
2 < a < k and k 3 3, we have 

Remark. The case k = a = h = 2 reduces to Schur’s theorem (1.6). 
The restriction k > 3 is unnecessary, but when k = 2 the details are 
somewhat different [15]. 

Proof. Let us consider the following expansion of Jk,Jx). 

where the variables x and q are subject to the conditions listed after 
(4.2). 

We shall now substitute this series into the identities we have obtained; 
in the Lemmas. This will allow us to compute certain recursion relations 
for the j,,,(M, N). 

By (4.2), (4.4), and (4.7), we see that 

ic&(M! N) = 1 ifM=N=O 
(4.10) 

=o if either M < 0 or N < 0, but M2 + N2 # 0 

By Lemma 4.4, 

jr&M, N) = j,,,(M N - 3M) + j&M - 1, N - 3M + 2) 

+jk,k(M - 1, N - 3M + 1) +jle.lc-dM - 1, iv - 3M1. 

(4.11) 
By Lemma 4.5 (with 3 < a < k - l), 

= jlc,k--a+l(M - a + 1, N - 3M) +jk,k-,+,(M - a + 1, N - 3M + 1) 

+ j,,,-,+,(M - a + 1, N - 3M + 2) 

+ jk,k--a+3(M - a - 1, N - 3M + 3). (4.12; 
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By Lemma 4.8, 

j,&w N) - h,k-l(M, N) 
= j,,,(M - k + 1, N - 6M + 312 - 3) (4.13) 

- j,,,(M - k, N - 6M + 3k) + j,,,(M - k + 1, N -- 3M + 1) 

+ j&M - k + 1, N - 3111 + 2) + j,,,(M - k + 1, N - 3M + 3). 

We now observe that Eqs. (4.10)-(4.13) uniquely define i,,&%Z, N) 
for all M and N with 2 < a < k: Eq. (4.10) provides the initial 
conditions; then one proceeds by a triple mathematical induction 
first on N, then M, then n (for 2 < a < k) to verify the uniqueness of 
kE(M7 w 

Let P,,,(M, N) denote the number of partitions of N of the type 
enumerated by B s,,,,(N) with the added condition that there are exactly 
M parts. We shall show that P,,,(M, N) also satisfies (4.10)-(4.13). 

The fact that P,,,(M, N) satisfies (4.10) is obvious; note that 
P,,,(O, 0) = 1 since the empty partition of 0 is counted here. 

Next we prove that (4.12) is valid with Pp,a(M, N) replacing j,,,(M,N). 
First we observe that P,,,(M, N) - P,,,-,(M, N) counts those partitions 
of the type enumerated by PkJM, N) with the condition that the 
total number of appearances of the summands 1, 2, and 3 is exactly a - 1. 
We split these partitions into 4 disjoint classes: (1) those in which neither 
1 nor 2 appear; (2) those in which I appears but 2 does not; (3) those 
in which 2 appears but 1 does not, and (4) those in which both 1 and 2 
appear. We now transform all our partitions by deleting all summands 
that are smaller than 4 and subtracting 3 from each of the other 
summands. 

The number of parts of each partition in each class is now reduced 
to M - a + 1. The number being partitioned is reduced to N - 3M 
in the first class, N - 3(M - 1) - 1 = N - 3M + 2 in the second 
class N - 3(M - 1) - 2 = N - 3211 + 1 in the third class, and 
N - 3(M - 2) - 3 = N - 3M -t 3 in the fourth class. 

Since originally for partitions in the first class, fs = a - 1, and 
f3 + f4 + fs + f6 < k - 1 ,weseethatf,+f,+f,<(k-u+ 1)-l; 
consequently the transformed partitions from the first class are of the 
type enumerated by Pk,+,+,(M - a + 1, N - 3M). Reversal of the 
above argument shows that there are exactly 
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elements of the first class. Exactly similar arguments show that the 
other three classes produce the corresponding partition functions 
appearing in (4.12). 

The argument to prove (4.11) is quite similar except that now the 
four classes are: (1) 3 appears while 2 and 1 do not; (2) 1 appears while 2 
and 3 do not; (3) 2 appears while 1 and 3 do not, and (4) none of 1, 2, or 3 
appears. One now proceeds in the manner used to verify (4.12). 

Equation (4.13) seems unnecessary; it should be a special case of 
(4.12). Unfortunately, the function Jk,r(x) is not the generating function 
for Pk,l(M, N) and so there is no hope of proving that it is. Consequently 
to avoid the appearance of Jk,r(x) and Pkel(M, N), we must treat (4.13). 

Equation (4.13) is treated at the outset exactly as is (4.12). Indeed the, 
entire left-hand side and the last three terms on the right side are 
produced exactly as before. In the case wherefa = k - 1, we subtract 6 
from all summands larger than 3 and delete all summands that equal 3. 
This produces partitions of the type enumerated by 

P,,,(M - a + 1, N - 6M - 3k + 3). 

Examining (4.13), we notice that there is still a term 

-P&M - k, N - 6M + 3k) 

left over. This arises from the fact that by including the complete third 
term on the right-side of (4.13) we counted too much. Namely, if: 
fr=O,fa=l, andfa=k--2, thenf,+fa+f4<k-1 implies, 
f4 = 0 a condition separate from and not implied by f4 + f5 + fs < 1.. 
Thus we must subtract off the number of those partitions for which! 
fr = 0, fi = 1, fa = R - 2, f4 = 1, f5 = 0, f6 = 0 but which otherwise 
are partitions of the type enumerated by Pk,li(M, N). To count suchi 
partitions, we delete all summands <6 and subtract 6 from each of the! 
remaining summands. In this way we obtain just those partitions; 
enumerated by P&M - k, N - 6M + 3K), and this accounts for the. 
remaining term on the right hand side of (4.13). 

Thus we see that P,,a(M, N) satisfies (4.10)-(4.13); therefore since, 
the ih#K NJ are the unique solutions of these equations, we have1 
proved that 

P,,,P> N) = ilc,,(M N) (4.14) 

for each M and N with 2 < a ,( k. 
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Equation (4.14) is the crucial matter in the proof. The rest is fairly 
simple. We observe that 

&k&v) = f Pk,aw, w 
M=O 

f &~,k,a(~) qN = i. IO ‘k&% N, f 
N=O 

= Jk,d) 

_ c--Q; !73)co(--42; q3)m OD (2k-lh2+4n+3(k-ah 

(q2; q”)m 

= (-6 q3)m(-q2; q3), m (2k-lh2+~n+3(k-a)n 

(q3; q3)m 

= z. A2.k,a(N) qN, 

where the penultimate expression follows by Jacobi’s identity [66, p. 2821. 
Thus comparing coefficients of qN we see that B,,,,,(N) = A2,k,a(N). 
To obtain the result for LI.~+~,~( n we merely substitute (Q; $-l (@‘; @);l ) 
for (9; 6% (-q2; q3L in the penultimate expression above. Thus 
Theorem 6 is proved. 1 

Several closing comments are in order. First of all we see that this 
result provides an example of two partition ideals that are equivalent 
modulo wPT even though the partition ideals related to A,,,,,(n) and to 
A&&n) have order 1 while the partition ideal related to B2,k,a(n) has 
order 4. 

With regard to the general Eq. (1. lo), we see easily that the partition 
ideal related to A A,k,a(n) has order 1 while the one related to BA,k,,(n) 
has order X + 2. Thus we see clearly that order is not a property of 
equivalence classes in general. 
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Finally it should be remarked that the snag of proving (4.13) for 
P,,,(M, N) becomes worse and worse for larger and larger h. This 
accounts for the complex special partition functions studied in detail in 
Sections 2 and 4 of [20]. 

5. A THEOREM FOR THE MODULUS 7 

The result of Section 4 (a special case of (I .lO)) relied on a 
combinatorial interpretation of the q-difference equations associated 
with certain well-poised basic hypergeometric series; also the proof 
utilized the fact that these series reduced to an instance of the Jacobi 
triple product identity when x = 1. 

Here we are concerned with a special case of (1.12). The general 
proofs of (1.11) and (1.12) both rely on Abel’s lemma concerning the 
limiting value of C a,xn as x + I-; however, (1.11) also uses q-difference 
Eqs. [17] while (1.12) . IS concerned with what might be termed Q- 
recurrent sequences [18]. We have chosen for our study a special case 
of (1.11) which illustrates fairly clearly the techniques related to the 
general proofs of (I .ll) and (1.12). 

THEOREM 7. 

C(I, 9, 11; 14) z C,(l, 2,4; 7) zl(l; 7,7, 12,7, 10, 10, 15; 7). 

Remark. To simplify notation we shall write D for D(1; 7, 7, 12, 7, 
10, 10, 15; 7). 

Proof. The equivalence 

C(1,9, 11; 14) z C,(l, 2,4; 7) 

follows directly from our theorem on Euler pairs, Theorem 4. 
To prove the second equivalence we start by defining p,(m, n) to bei 

the cardinality of the following set: 

l{h} 1 {fi> E D, glfii = n, ,$ fi = m, and fi = 0 if i < a/. 
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We must now establish the following identities: 

p,(m, n> = p,(m, n) + p,(m - 1, n - 7m + 6) (5.1) 
A@, 4 = p,(m, n) + Mm - l,n - 7m + 5) (5.2) 
p,(m, n) = A(m, n) +Po(m - l,n - 14m + 11) (5.3) 
p,(m, n> = p,(m, n) + p,(m - 1, n - 7m + 3) (5.4) 
p,(m, n) = p,(m, n) + p,(m - 1, n - 142 + 9) (5.5) 
p,(m, n) = Mm, n) + Mm - 1, n - 14m + 8) (5.6) 
A@, 4 = p,(m, n) + PO@ - 1,n - 2lm + 14) (5.7) 
f,(m, n) = p,(m, n - 7m). (5.8) 

The proofs of these eight identities all resemble one another. 
We therefore choose (5.7) to present in detail. First we see that 
p,(m, n) - p,(m, n) is exactly the number of partitions rr of n with m 
parts such that r E D and 7 is a summand of 7~. By the requirements on 
D we see that all other summands besides the 7 must be at least as large 
as 22. We now transform these partitions by deleting the 7 and sub- 
tracting 21 from every other part. This leaves us with a partition of the 
type enumerated by p,,( m - 1, n - 21m + 14). Clearly the above 
process is reversible, and so we have established a on-to-one cor- 
respondence between the partitions enumerated by p,(m, n) - p,(m, n) 
and those enumerated by p,(m - 1, n - 21m + 14). Thus (5.7) is 
established. 

We now define 

f&4 = f f P&h n) XT. 
m=o n=o 

Then directly from our eight identities, we deduce that 

(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
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We wish now to solve these equations to obtain an identity info(x), 
fo(?l’>, fo(xq14)Y * To do this we note that adding all these equations 
produces an identity fo(x) = E, where El involves only f. , fi , and f3 
(with various arguments). Adding the first three equations produces 
an identity f3(x) = E, , where Ez involves only f. and fi . Furthermore 
(5.9) may be transformed to produce an identity 

an expression involving only f. . Thus we may use E3 for substitutions 
into E, to produce an identity f3(x) = E4 where E4 involves only f. . 
Finally we may use E3 and E4 for substitutions into El to produce an 
identity involving only f. with various arguments. The final result is 

fo(x) = (1 + x4 + xq2 + ~9”>h(?7’) + X(P3 + P5 + 9w - XP7>foW4) 
+ xq’(1 - xq’)(l - xq14)f,(xp21). (5.17)! 

If we define G(x) = f,,(x)‘(x; q’), , then by dividing (5.17) by (xQ’; q’), 
we obtain 

(1 - 4 G(x) = (1 + xq + xq2 + xq”) G&f) 

+ x(q3q5 + q6) G(xq14) + xq7G(q2’). 

We now consider the MacLaurin series for G(x), namely 

(5.18) 

G(x) = ; Y,P”, 
Vl=O 

and we substitute into (5.18). Thus from the coefficient of x* after the 
substitution we see that 

yla - Yn-1 = 4’“Yn + q7”-6Yn-l + q7”-5yn-1 + q7n-3y,-l 

+n 14s-11yn-l + q14--lyn-1 + q14+-1yn-l + q21a--14ynpl . 
(5.19) 

Therefore 

(1 - q7n) yn = (I + q’“-6)( I + q’“-5)(1 + q’“-3) yn-l . (5.20) 

Since y,, = G(0) = fo(0) = 1, we may easily solve the recurrence 
(5.20) by iteration. 
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Therefore, 

Hence 
Yn = C-4; !?‘)?I(-!z2; Q7)n(--44; q7)n/(P7; !77)n (5.21) 

fo(x) = (x; q7)m G(x) = (x; q7)m f  (-6 q7’n’-(“,“j;;;;!-“; q7jn x” . 
n=O 

Letting x -+ l- we deduce using Abel’s lemma (or the more general 
Appell Comparison theorem [52, p. 1011) that 

j. PoPi 4 4” = fo(l) 

lim foW 
2+1- 

= (-4; q7)m(-q2; q7)aJ(-q4; q7),c 

= -foP(Cd(l, 2,4; 7); n) 4”. (5.22) 

Thus D wPT C,(l, 2,4; 7), and Theorem 7 is established. 1 

6. ELEMENTARY TECHNIQUES 

In Sections 4 and 5, we have studied the important interrelationship 
between partition identities and q-difference equations. The results 
obtained were always very general yielding families of identities rather 
than just single equivalences. In this section we shall discuss how more 
elementary techniques may be utilized. We choose, for our example, 
the identity of Gollnitz and Gordon, namely, (1.7) [or equivalently (2.91. 
It is especially appropriate for our purposes since the proof will involve 
both work with infinite series and a study of the graphical representation 
of partitions. 

THEOREM 8. p(D( 1; 2, 3, 2); n) equals the number of partitions of n of 
the form & ai + & b, where ai and bi are odd, ai > ai+l , bi > bi+l , 
andai <2t- 1. 
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Proof. Let us consider the second type of partitions first. As an 
example, we take the partition of 48 in which the u-sum is 9 + 7 + 1 
and the b-sum is 11 + 9 + 7 + 3 + 1. The b-sum is now represented 
as an ordinary Ferrars graph [66, Ch. 191 

. . . . . . . 

. . . 

The u-sum is represented in a modified graphical form, namely, each 
part 2j + 1 is represented by two vertical columns ofj + 1 and j nodes 
respectively. Thus we have 

9 7 1 
xx xx X 

xx xx 
xx xx 
XX X 

X 

These columns are now inserted in the obvious places in the Ferrars 
graph for the b-sum (there is only one place each pair of columns will1 
fit except for the 1 which is put on the far right): 

‘XX. ‘XX.. . . . . . .x 

. x x . . x x . . . . . . 

‘XX * ‘XX.. . . 

. x x . . x 

. x 

This merged graph (read rows horizontally again) now represents 
16+13+11+6+2. 

In general, the above procedure establishes a one-to-one correspond-: 
ence between the two types of partitions mentioned in our theorem.1 
This is because the b-sum has only distinct odd parts; then the a-sumr 
is joined into the Ferrars graph of the b sum in such a way that the 
distance between parts is not decreased and if an even part arises (which 
occurs due to the lower left hand node in the representation of an ai)’ 
then it is at least 3 units larger than the next smallest part. Conversely,S 
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given a partition of the type enumerated by p(D(1; 2, 3; 2); n) we form 
the corresponding partition by removing for the u-sum those pairs of 
columns the lower left hand node of which is the right-hand-most node 
of an even part. 1 

COROLLARY. 

Proof. By Theorem 8, we know that p(D(1; 2, 3; 2); n) equals the 
number of partitions of n of the form Ci=, ai + &=, bi where ai and bi 
are odd, ai > ai+l , bi > bi+l , and ui < 2t - 1. For a given t, the 
generating function for the b-sum is 

1+3+...+<2t-11 t2 
(1 - $1 - 94) .*a (1 -qy = (*&‘)1 

while the generating function for the a-sum is 

(1 + q)(l + q”) **. (1 + g-1) = (-4; qyt . 

Consequently for given t the generating function for the two sums 
taken together is 

f(-% q2)t/k2; q2)t . 

Summing over all t, we obtain the desired result. 1 

We shall now consider this generating function (actually we replace 4 
by -q for convenience) in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 9. 

-f C-1)‘” 4%; q2)n 
@12; n”L = (-2; q8)-,Yq4; q8);Y-q7; !z8k1. 

lk0 

Proof. For the proof of this identity we shall need the two elementary 
identities due to Euler [66, Chap. 191: 

(6.1) 
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and 

:I “(;,. 
m 2” rvL(n-l) = (-z), , 

(6.2) 

as well as the famous triple product identity due to Jacobi [66, Chap. 191: 

f qnezn = (q2; q%(--Zq; q2)m(-W; q2)m * (6.3) n=--m 

Although it was long believed that (6.3) was a much deeper identity 
than (6.1) and (6.2), it has been shown [6] that (6.3) follows rather 
easily from (6.1) and (6.2). Thus our Theorem is deducible from (6.1) 
and (6.2) above. 

f (--I)” CT%; q2)n 
n=0 (q2; q2)n 

a (-1)” qn2 02 q2mn+m 

= (q; q2)m n;. (q2; q2)n mlo (q2; q2)m ____ (by (6-l)) 

= (4; q2L ,,fo cnz;;2,m (42nL+1; q2>a’ (by (6.2)) 

= (4; q2E f. (q2; q2;;q; q2)m 

= ; (q; 9‘72, f q"ia(;q;q;;l)m) 

m=0 

= f (q; q”)$((q”“>,’ + (-q”“),‘) (by 6.1)) 
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= ; (q; 42),(q1’2)oo(-q1’2)m((41’2)~1 + (+P2k1) 

= ; (4; 42)m((--41’2Lc + W2M 

= t $?$!Jf ~(~2; 42)m(-qu2; q2)m(-43/2; q2)m 
> m  

+ (q2; q2)m(P; q2)&3’2; 4%) 

m 1 (4; !?2)cc = 2 h2; q2)u3 nz--30 q (c d+n/z + f (-1)” qne+n/2) (by (6.3)) 7&=--m 

_ (4; q2>m m - (42; .:, q4n2+n 
= $y$+ (Pi QS)m(-q3; q%( -45; 4% (by (6.3)) , co 

= (2;; <ia (@; q%(-+; @)z(-q5; q8), 
= (q2; 48M46; !t%(4s; 48)m,(--43; q”)d-q5; n”)m c--Q; -q)m 
= (-4; a”)2(q4; q8)3-q7; qS),$. I 

COROLLARY. C(l, 4, 7; 8) wPT D( 1; 2, 3; 2). 

Proof. 

joml; 2,3; 2); 4 q” 

(by the Corollary to Theorem 8) 

= ii0 (1 _ q8n+‘)( 1 _hS.+3(1 _ q3a+7) cby Theorem 9, 

= -@C(l, 4,7; 8); n) q”. 
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Hence comparing coefficients of qn in the extreme sums above, we see 
that 

@(I ; 2,3; 2); n) = p(C(l, 4, 7; 8); fi) 

for each n. Hence our result follows. 4 

It should be emphasized that the techniques used in this chapter are 
merely a sample of many that are used in this subject. For further 
analytic theorems like Theorem 9, we refer the reader to [87, 12-14, 
31, I, 79-811. Th e e ementary 1 study of partitions via graphical and other 
arithmetical techniques has been extensively studied. There is an 
excellent introduction to this aspect in [66; Chap. 191, and in [28] it is 
shown that many theorems can be proved purely using such means. 

7. PARTITION IDEALS OF HIGHER ORDER 

In Sections 2 and 3 we considered general questions on the structure 
of the lattice Y relative to -PT. In Section 3, we proved that there were 
infinitely many equivalence classes modulo wPT that each contained 
infinitely many partition ideals of order 1. In later sections, we saw that 
the deeper aspects of this theory concern theorems of the form C, mPT C, 
where C, is of order 1 and C, is of higher order. A natural question 
arises now, namely: are there equivalence classes modulo wPT that each 
contain infinitely many partition ideals of order greater than 1 ? We can 
settle this question with the following theorem although it still leaves 
many questions unanswered. 

THEOREM 10. Suppose r > 5. Then there exists an equivalence class 
module wPT that contains infinitely many partition ideals of order r. 

Proof. Let k = r - 2 so that k > 3. 
Define the partition ideal Dj by letting it be those { fi} associated with 

partitions n of the form 6, + b, + .*a + b, where 1) if bi < jk, then 
bi--bi+,~kandifk/bi,b,--bi+l >k;2)ifbi>jkthenbi-kb,+r>k 
if b, $ 0, - l(mod k), when bi=kl-1, bi-bi+l>,k-l, when 
bi = kl, bi - bit, > k + 2. We also consider the case j = co, where 
now the parts of the partitions are subject always to condition 1. We 
shall prove that 

PT PT PT PT 
D, - D, - D, - Q - . . . . 
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To prove this we define p,(Dj i n) as the number of partitions of the 
type enumerated by p(Dj ; n) with the additional restriction that all 
summands do not exceed m. We also consider the related generating 
functions 

It is clear that f,,&( j; q) is a polynomial in q, and that 

The crux of the proof now lies in establishing the following identities. 

fdi 4) = fin(cfJ; 2) if k{(m + I) or m <j/z, (7.1) 

fik-1(j; 4) = f2k-d~; 2) + 22~cz-1)+li-~(z-2),_l(~; 4) for 1 > j. 
(7.2) 

We prove this by observing that the difference conditions used in 
defining D, and Dj imply the following recursive relations. 

fm(~; 4) = .fm-l(~; 4) + 2”‘fm-k(~; 21, if kfm; (7.3) 

fZk(W 2) = fzk-d~; 4) + 4zkY-z?c-r-l(~~ 4); (7.4) 

Mj; 4) = .L1( j; 2) + n”Y,& 41, if krrn for m<jk 
and for m >jk if kfm or m - 1; (7.5) 

fi~4.i; 2) = fidj; 4) + Pf~k+dj; 4) for 1 < j; (7.6) 

fzk-di; 2) = fidj; 2) + 4zYfzk-k(j; Q), if 1 > j; (7.7) 

fidj; 4) = .fidj; 4) + 2zklfzk-k-2(j; 41, if 1 > j. (7.8) 

By (7.3)-(7.5) and (7.7) and the fact that fO( 00; q) = fO( j; q) = 1, 
MO; 9) = fnA(i 4) = 0 f or m < 0, we obtain using mathematical 
induction that (7.1) is valid for all m < jk. We now assume that the 
theorem has been verified for all m < rk, where r 3 j. Then for 
1 < i < k - 2, we have (using a second finite induction on i) 

frk+i(j; 2) = frk+i-l(j; 2) + P+ifrk-k+i(i 4) 

= frk+i-l(~; 4) + !7~‘“+Yrk-?c+i(~; 4) 

= .fr*+i(cw 4). 
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hkfk--l(j; a) = frlc+J+-$(i 4) + P+“-wi 4) 
= frlc+k--l(m 4) + !7r”+k-lfrk(~; 4) 
= fTk+k-2(~; a) + Q’“+“-lfrk-l(~ ; Q) 

+ P+“-Yf~k(~; 4) -&ffrk-l(w d) 
= frk+k-z(~; 4) + p+?frk-l(~; 9) + Pfk-%k-r-l(~; 4) P 
= .L+,4-Aa; Q) + qzrk+“-‘frk-k-l(~; P>, 

fr7c+k(.k 4) = fTk+k-l(A 4) + P+kfm-4.i; n) 
= frk+da5 a) + qzrk+li-%k-k-l(~; cl) + !7’k+%k-z(“; q> 
= fTk+k-1(a; PI + q’“+YTk-l(~; 4) 

+ P+“(.fd~; 4) - fTk-l(~i 4) + 4T”-%-k-1(~; 4)) 
= frle+k-l(~; 4) + 4’k+ffr*-1(~; 4) 
= “fTvcfk(~~ 4). 

Thus, in general, we see that if Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) are valid for m < rk, 
then they are valid for m < rk + K. Consequently, they are valid for all! 
m. Clearly then we see that for 1 4 1 < 1, 

Therefore, 

~ofJv4 ; 4 4” = 5 PPm ; 4 4”> 
n=ll 

and so for each n 

I@, ; 4 = P(h ; 4. 

Therefore Dj mPT D, . Since the order of Dj is k + 2 = r for eat+ 
j > 0, Theorem 10 is established. 1 

The genesis of Theorem 10 lies in the discovery [25] that for K = 34 

D, ‘,‘D, = D(1; 2, 3, 4; 3) %&, 2; 3) EC(I, 5; 6), 

an extension of Schur’s theorem. 
The proof of Theorem 10, may easily be modified to prove that 

there exist infinitely many equivalence classes modulo mPT that each 
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contain an infinite number of partition ideals of order Y provided r > 7. 
The modification is made by requiring that in b, + b, + *** + b, , 
b, - bi+l > k + 1 if bi = hk + 2 where h is fixed and k = r - 2. 
This change produces a new equivalence class for each h but does not 
affect the essential relationships involving f,,( 00; g) and f,( j; 4) for 
m = 0, -l(mod k). It remains an open question whether or not there 
exist any equivalence classes with an infinite number of elements of 
order r for r = 2, 3,4. Much deeper (and more interesting) is the 
question of whether there exists an equivalence class with an infinite 
number of orders. 

8. CONCLUSION 

It must be pointed out here that not all partition functions of interest 
in the theory of partition identities are C-partition functions for some 
partition ideal C. For example, from Euler’s famous pentagonal number 
theorem 

.z, (-1)” q+n(%n-l) = (q)m . 

Legendre deduced that 

where p,(n) (resp. &(n)) is th e number of partitions of n into an even 
(resp. odd) number of distinct parts. Thus 

A(4 + Al(n) = fp(l; 1; 1); 4; 

however p,(n) counts only a certain restricted subset of D( I; 1; 1) = D, , 
namely, those {fi} E D, for which CTzlfi is even. Similarly p,,(n) counts 
those elements of D, for which XT==, fi is odd. Thus the study of equi- 
valence classes of 9’ module mPT is not all that is of interest in partition 
identities. The internal structure of certain partition ideals is also of 
interest in certain cases (see also [34]). 

In this vein, we also remark that a sieve method has recently been 
introduced into the theory of partition identities [38]. This technique 
allows new proofs of Euler’s pentagonal number theorem, the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identities, and certain new partition identities related to the 
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A,,,(n) of (1.10) f or each n. The sieve acts on partitions classified 
according to successive ranks [40], andso therelationship with the partition 
ideals in Y is not clear at this time; however, one suspects some canonical 
mapping between such partitions and partitions of the type enumerated 
by the BkJn) of (1.10). 

As is clear from the theorems presented in this paper, the theory of 
partition identities is intimately related to basic hypergeometric series 
(through q-d’ff I erence equations) and to techniques for transforming 
Ferrars graphs. Recent work of Goldman and Rota [57, 581, and Knuth 
[68] also indicates that the combinatorial theory of finite vector spaces 
may play an important role in future developments. 

With regard to the lattice-theoretic side of partition identities, we note 
that if L is a lattice and u is a positive, integer-valued valuation on L 
such that the sets 

{x EL 1 u(x) = n} 

are all finite, then we may study “generalized partition identities” in 
3 by defining an equivalence on the semi-ideals of L just as wPT wa 

defined on Y. For example, if L is the lattice of subspaces of an n- 
dimensional vector space over the finite field GF(q), then the dimension 
function d(S) is a positive, integer-valued valuation on L. Furthermore, 
if pL(r) denotes the cardinality of {SE L / d(S) = r}, then it is known 
that 

Thus the generating function for p,(r) is 

the q-Hermite polynomial [48]. M ore interesting questions arise wherj 
the lattice L is infinite. 

At the conclusion of his survey article [4], Alder asks about thq 
discovery of families of partition identities. The identities given i4 
(1.9)-(1.12) as well as those discussed in [8 and 91 are all examples 01 
families of identities. If BA,k,a denotes the partition ideal of which 
BA,k,a(n) is the associated partition function, then we see that 
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whenever X = A’, k’ > k, a’ > a. Thus B,,k,a may be viewed as an 
increasing function of k and a. General results related to chains of 
partition ideals would be of interest. 

We close with some open problems for which even partial answers 
would be important. 

1. For a given partition ideal C of order k determine an asymptotic 
formula for p(C; n) that depends only on some parameters related to 
C, for example the numbers 

whereO<s<k-l,cc>r>l. 
2. Suppose C is a partition ideal of order k. Suppose also there 

exist integers r and m such that for (fi} E C with fi = 0 for i < r then 
Lnl and Ui+m> are both in C. Does 

satisfy a linear q-difference equation of finite order whose coefficients 
are polynomials in x and q? 

3. Can p(C, , ?2) # p(C, ,72) for only finitely many n ? 
Subbarao has posed the latter question for partition functions involving 

Euler pairs of various orders. 
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